Ethical Issues in Participatory Design with People living with Cognitive or Sensory Impairments

Abstract
Participatory design with people living with cognitive or sensory impairments poses several challenges on researchers and designers, due to differences in their mutual experiences and due to the fact that many methods and techniques may not be appropriate and need adjustment. Many of those challenges are related to ethical issues. This paper describes several of such challenges that emerged during a series of three academic workshops focusing on adjusting participatory design approaches when working with people living with cognitive or sensory impairments. We plead for a new tradition of sharing experiences in order for researchers and designers to learn from one another in the form of codesign stories.

Introduction
It has been acknowledged that doing participatory design with people living with cognitive or sensory impairments can be quite difficult. As the experiences of persons living with impairments, such as autism spectrum disorder, Alzheimer’s disease or hearing impairments, might be fundamentally different from their own, it is more difficult for researchers and designers to identify with or relate to their users [8,11]. An additional complicating issue is the fact that many participatory design methods fail in their inclusiveness with regard to people living with impairments [13]. In participatory design, researchers should provide their participants with appropriate tools for expressing themselves [14]. However, common participatory design tools may not be appropriate when working with people living with impairments. Such tools frequently draw upon exactly those skills that people living with cognitive or sensory impairments have problems with.
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Introducción
Se ha reconocido que el diseño participativo con personas con incapacidades cognitivas o sensoriales puede ser bastante difícil. Como las experiencias de las personas con dichas incapacidades pueden ser de manera fundamentalmente diferente a las propias, resulta más difícil para los investigadores y diseñadores identificarse o relacionarse con sus usuarios [8,11]. Un problema adicional y complicador es el hecho de que muchos métodos de diseño participativo no logran ser inclusivos con respecto a las personas con incapacidades [13]. En el diseño participativo, los investigadores deben proporcionar a sus participantes con herramientas adecuadas para expresarse [14]. Sin embargo, los herramientas comunes de diseño participativo pueden no ser apropiadas cuando trabajan con personas con incapacidades. Tales herramientas frecuentemente dependen exactamente de las habilidades que las personas con incapacidades tienen problemas de desarrollar.
Many methods are, for instance, based on verbal or visual expressions, and use visual and/or hands-on techniques. Also, higher order cognitive skills are often required [2,14], such as abstraction, conceptualization or creative thinking. As a result, common participatory design techniques, and research approaches in general, may not be usable, or at least need adjustment.

This idea that the involvement of people living with impairments in the design process requires a different, more appropriate approach, matches recent views on disability. Traditionally, the medical model of disability views an impairment as a functional limitation that is situated within an individual and that should be treated to overcome. The social model of disability, however, assumes that a disability is the result of society's response to a person's functional limitations [1]. According to this model, it is important to remove any barriers that might prevent a person with a functional limitation to participate fully in society. In terms of participatory design, this implies that researchers should make their projects accessible and use appropriate techniques that take away any barriers that might prevent participation of people with impairments. The cultural model of disability goes even further. Rather than treating a disability, or creating a society that does not limit participation, this model defines persons living with an impairment as a unique cultural group, sharing similar experiences, tacit rules, language and discourse [4]. This model would plead for tailoring participatory design tools to the specific (cultural) needs, norms, values, and expressions of a particular group of participants with impairments.

Workshop series
In order to further understand how researchers and designers should adjust their participatory design approach, we organized a series of academic workshops at the Participatory Design Conference 2012 [18], at INTERACT 2013 [15] and at CHI2014 [16]. These workshops brought together 42 researchers and designers who were involved in participatory design with people living with cognitive or sensory impairments. The workshops facilitated researchers and designers to share experiences (best practices, failures, lessons learnt, …) regarding the adjustments they made in their participatory design approaches in order to derive general principles or guidelines.

During the workshops, we mapped the challenges that researchers and designers commonly struggle with when involving people living with impairments in participatory design. The challenges that emerged can roughly be divided into six categories: 1) positioning the impairment in a participatory design project; 2) equivalence in participation; 3) balancing viewpoints of the stakeholders; 4) ethical challenges & impact of participation; 5) adapting existing participatory design techniques; and 6) data collection & analysis.

Although the challenges that emerged seemed very general of nature and were not related specifically to working with persons with cognitive or sensory impairments, they do seem to become more apparent when involving such users. This may be explained by the idea that understanding others becomes more complex when the “differences between the cultural assumptions of designers and users are potentially greater” [11, p.21]. That is, although the challenges we identified are relevant for any design project, they
become more prevalent when the world of designers and researchers differs (too much) from the world of persons living with impairments. Similar challenges will also become more relevant when working with other vulnerable users or in sensitive settings.

**Ethical encounters in participatory design**

Several challenges that emerged from our own workshops are especially relevant for ethical issues. We discuss the most relevant challenges below.

**Practical ethical challenges**

Some of the ethical challenges that were reported are highly practical in nature. Informed consent, for instance, is a difficult matter when working with people with cognitive impairments. Researchers and designers worry about how to properly explain the official and legal aspects of a design project to participants and their proxies. When working with people with dementia ourselves [6,19], for instance, the official ethical procedure we had to follow required the participants’ next-of-kin to sign the informed consent form. Doing only this did not feel right, as we wished to involve the people with dementia as full participants. In practice, however, it was difficult to inform participants with dementia about our goals and approach.

Also related to procedural ethics is the fact that researchers and designers had experienced that they should be very flexible, both when preparing participatory design projects and when using design techniques with their participants. Often, changes regarding the approach or specific techniques need to be made on the spot, based on the individual participants and context, which is impossible to fully account for in official ethical applications.

**Impact of participation**

Besides the practical ethical issues mentioned above, deciding how to deal with the possible impact of participation in a project can even be more of a challenge. For instance, it can be quite difficult for participants to be confronted with their own limitations, or with other participants living with similar impairments (especially when the impairment has a degenerative nature and other participants are limited more severely). In addition, many researchers expressed concerns about possible ethical challenges for their participants of which they are not even aware. A related challenge that came up frequently during the workshops, and which has rarely been recognized before, is the impact of working with people living with impairments on researchers and designers themselves. Many researchers indicated that some of their projects had been emotionally impactful for them, and that they had felt insufficiently prepared for dealing with the participants at the start of their projects. In our own projects with people with dementia, we were confronted with participants who passed away during the projects quite a few times. In addition, when visiting people with dementia several times during a longer period, the degenerative character of their disease becomes quite apparent, as does the emotional impact this has on both the patient and their family. It was suggested several times in our workshops to not only focus on the possible impact of a project on the participants in ethical approval, but to include the impact on researchers as well.

**Achieving equivalence**

Besides the challenges concerning concrete ethical issues described above, the challenge of achieving equivalence in participation emerged during our
workshops, which is strongly related to maintaining boundaries. Equivalence is an important aspect in participatory design and most researchers aim for equal contributions from all stakeholders involved in the design process (end-users, caregivers, parents, researchers, designers, developers, etc.). In this regard, our workshop participants agreed on the importance of, for instance, supporting collaboration between participants, finding a shared language and creating common goals, and aiming for meaningful, valuable experiences for all participants in a safe environment. Although several approaches and activities were presented and discussed to realize equivalence, it became clear that many researchers worry about achieving true equivalence.

**Balancing stakeholders’ viewpoints**
An issue that further complicates equivalence in design is finding a balance between the (sometimes conflicting) viewpoints of the stakeholders in the different design decisions taken. When working with people living with impairments, each stakeholder participates from the viewpoint of their particular role (e.g. a caring role, a teaching role, a partner role, a parenting role). Several researchers in our workshops reported situations of conflicting interests and indicated to find it difficult to interpret and marry the stories from the different stakeholders without picking the side of one stakeholder. In our own research with children with hearing impairments [3,17] for instance, we found that medical experts may have different opinions on the importance of teaching sign language and spoken language than either school teachers and psychologists or parents (whose views may further differ due to their own hearing situation).

**Limited knowledge of participants’ impairments**
This balancing act is further complicated by the fact that researchers and designers often have limited knowledge of the impairment their participants are dealing with. Researchers feel they have to rely on the (sometimes conflicting) experiences of the users and their proxies in the participatory design process. To overcome this challenge, some researchers and designers suggest to provide for an openly unbalanced participation of persons living with an impairment: they are overtly assigned the role as expert or get hired as a paid team member of the project [5].

**Positioning impairments**
The final challenge we would like to discuss in light of this workshop is the challenge of positioning the participants’ impairments in a participatory design project. Researchers seem to struggle with their view on the impairment within the framework of their project. In our work with children with hearing impairments for instance, we soon learned that the community of people living with hearing impairments do not consider themselves as being impaired. Instead, they see themselves as a cultural group, referring to ‘Deaf culture’. In their view, a hearing impairment is a different human experience rather than a disability [9], which is completely in line with the cultural view on disability discussed above.

Many of the researchers and designers in our workshops indicated that they prefer a positive view on the impairment of their participants and try to choose and adapt participatory design techniques based on their participants’ abilities (i.e. their strengths and skills) rather than their disabilities. This is not always a straightforward process, especially since researchers
often aim to provide a wide variety of tools to facilitate participants to express themselves, accounting for the diversity within groups of people living with a specific impairment. This may leave researchers with the feeling of compensating for disability rather than starting from the abilities of their participants.

A final challenge that was brought up in this respect, is that researchers experience insecurity about how to address the impairment in their interactions with participants. They are very aware that sensitivities may exist in this regard and explicitly try to find an appropriate vocabulary. It was suggested in one of our workshops to adopt a preparatory participatory design approach, involving the participants with impairments in setting up the actual design project.

Sharing ethical stories
Based on our workshop findings, we came to the view that doing participatory design with people living with cognitive or sensory impairments requires researchers and designers to adjust their design approach and the techniques they use to the individual characteristics of each participant and each design context. In order for researchers and designers to learn from the work of others, we suggest to adopt a lively tradition of sharing so-called 'codesign stories' in the field of participatory design with people living with impairments [7]. This suggestion is based on Lee's method stories [11], with which she pleads for a renewed attention for the making process of methods: a focus on "what designers actually do and feel when making their methods work" (p.1) and not on the data, the interviews or observation notes as end result of the followed method. Method stories, in this sense, are background stories which share the context, the application and adjustment of a method used in a specific context and which try to make explicit the designers’ or researchers’ backgrounds and assumptions.

Regarding ethical encounters, our suggestion includes several issues that researchers and designers should discuss in their codesign stories. We would like to encourage researchers to, for instance, carefully reflect on their considerations and experiences regarding ethical issues, as well as their project’s view on impairment, how they dealt with equivalence and how they tried to balance the different stakeholders’ viewpoints [7]. We believe that this enables researchers to learn from each others' work and to apply similar considerations in their own work, even if this involves very different participants or techniques.
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